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| Requirements and Possibilites for Operational Experience Feedback
o- from the Plant's Manufacturer's Point of View

PETER SCHIM ANN A large amount of nations has realized that nuclear energy can contribute
AREVA NP GmbH sustainably to secure their national energy supply. In the last few years,
Installed Base Engineering apart from the established nuclear nations, other, often smaller countries
IBE1-G have also decided for themselves to apply the nuclear option to secure
Koldestrafie 16,91052 their energy supply. This partly takes place in multi-national cooperation
Erlangen, Germany between neighboring countries on one side, as well as otherwise between
peter.schitnann@areva.com different companies on the manufacturers'/utilities' side.

The endeavor of building absolutely safe reactors and of operating them safely
requires the necessity on different levels of considering existing and up to date experiences gained in all the
nuclear projects' phases. The long time period of many years between the decision on building a nuclear power
plant, the licensing procedure, the detailed planning, the construction phase and the commissioning of the
plants, results in the necessity of having to incorporate the constant experience gain on all technical and ad-
ministrative levels. This applies to the safety-related boundary conditions in the frame of a new-build project
in the same way as for updating measures performed on existing plants. An often neglected fact, this also ap-
plies to the right choice of the guidelines to be applied, to an efficient and competent authority and utility body
or to the integration of the appropriate technical specialists and experts. Therefore the utilities and their tasks
are confronted with different requirements, depending on whether they are located in the country of respon-
sible nuclear power plant utilities' head quarters or whether they are simply co-owners of a foreign plant.

AREVA as company covering the complete nuclear cycle including the corresponding plant construction
supports its partners in all project phases including the development of national institutions and knowl-
edge transfer. All of AREVA's existing knowledge - even the recently obtained - is integrated directly in
the corresponding projects.

A special aspect concerning this matter is the resulting operational experience feedback related to events
in nuclear power plants in operation inland and abroad. Hereby the issue of learning from mistakes made
by others is addressed. Therefore improvements can already be implemented in the planning stage of
new plants while also defects and failure events in operating plants can be avoided sustainably. Therefore
smaller countries or countries that want to build their first nuclear power plant, participate more notably.
AREVA carries the operational experience feedback out for both its own product portfolio, in the frame
of know-how and know-why transfers and for stipulations with nuclear power plants organized in the
VGB PowerTech (Technical Association of power and heat generators).

The focus of the following discussion lies on the presentation of the volume and the returns of such a
stipulation in daily business.
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